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PATH OF DESTRUCTION: The car which knocked down a guy wire, leading to a city-wide blackout, ended up in this cornfield last night. A guy wire is visible in the upper right hand corner.

D'ELECTRIFIED

Campus
handles
blackout
effects

Car accident downs power
pole, cuts off city's electricity
ByMaryBettiMurtha
DSSIbMDI MimCIKC I 011 OR

Power wciu mil across ilu- city
of Bowling Green al 553 p.m
Tuesday night Affected areas
ranged from Poe lioad South to
the city <il Portage
livery building south of Poc
Road was wilhoul electricity,
aside from a few buildings which
had generators, such as ihe Wood
County Hospital, tome buildings
on the University campus and
the County lusticc Center.
"Three quarters of the city were
Iffi wilhoul power, with the
exception of a portion "I North
Main Street," sold lolm FawccO,
i -MY administrator.
Power was hack on in moat
places in the city al about 7:15
and back on campus al about
7:45. Al H: III p.m city power was
back to 100 percent, according to
a representative from Howling
Green
Electric
Division
Operations.

The outage occurred because
an unidentified driver ran a slop
sign ai the intersection of South
Diinbridgc and Na|iolcon roads.
Skill marks on die road led eastbound in a curve whirh ended
aboul 20 feel inlo.ieornfleld.The
ear apparenlly knocked inlo
transmission pole, according lo
line foreman Gary Steams of the
Howling (ireen Electricity Dept.
"I le |oi shel hit the guy wire."
lie said. "Vibrations carried
through the line, pole lo | ole."
knocking a 69,000 voli insulator
off its moorings, according to
Stearns The domino effect of the
crash afleclcd four of the five
local substations, and when substations go down, all electrical
operations underneath them go
down.
Ai about 7:15 p.m., a Howling
Green Electricity Department
worker was up in a hydraulic lilt,
rcaltaching wires and replacing
ihe insulator. Stearns said the

worker was in danger, dealing
with live electricity, but thai he
was wearing protective gear.
"This is strictly routine. We do
this Ireallach linesl every day,"
Steams said.
Tim Snyder, another worker for
the Electricity Department, said
that there were one or two electrical feed lines coming in from
Toledo Energy power corpora
lion in Oak Harbor, Ohio, al
around 7 p.m to assisl the city.
Hie Howling (ireen Police and
lire divisions called in oil-duly
personnel in anticipation of
problems related to ihe power
outage,
According lo l.l. Iliad Connei
ul the HO Police Division, there
were live people on shift when
the outage occurred. An additional 18 officers were called in lo
attend to complaints, answer
telephones, respond to walk-in

By Slelame Sizemore
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REPAIRING THE DAMAGE: A worker from the Bowling Green
Electricity Department reattaches wires on Napoleon Road near the
scene of the accident.

Students gathered outside
dorms, teachers canceled classes
and University buildings shut
down Tuesday evening after Ihe
campus was left without power
foi nearly two hours
The library, all campus computer labs, ihe student recreational center and fact line were all shut
down lor ihe outage and
remained dosed even after
power was restored.
According to University police.
no major problems were experienced On campus
"Besides the small problems,
like buildings and labs dosing,
CAMPUS, PAGE 2

City affected by power outage
By Kimberly Dupps
CUT (DIIOH
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MAKING DO: A city police officer directs traffic at the intersection
of Main and Wooster streets Tuesday night.

liieal businesses wen- left in
the dark for nearly iwo hours and
resorted lo close their doors for
the duration of ihe power outage
or for the rest of the night.
Refrigerators, cash registers
and grills were left unusable
when the power went out al 5:53
p.m.
Sam B's, 146 N. Main Street,
was abk' lo keep food cold and.
consequently, did not lose any
refrigeraled product.
"We kept all of ihe coolers
closed and iced everything down
thai was out of the cooler." said

Sandy Daum, general manager of
Sam B's.
According lo Daum, closing
ihe restaurant helped them to
save refrigerated food product. If
they kepi the restaurant open,
the opening and closing of the
coolers would have released the
cold air and allowed the food to
spoil.
Iciri Fleming, an employee at
Easy Strecl Cafe, 104 South Main,
said lhal food would nol spoil
there, as long as the coolers were
kepi dosed, as well.
Despite the preservation of
food product at Stun B's, they did
experience Other losses.

"There is no way to estimate
Ihe money we losl during Ihe
power outage," Daum said.
The cost of keeping people on
ihe clock, while wailing to see if
Ihe power would come back,
contribuled lo the loss of money,
as well as the loss of customers.
Customers were in the restaurant at the lime Ihe power went
oul. Daum said there were people in Ihe dining room lhal had
already placed iheir order and
were awaiting for iheir food lo be
delivered. According lo Daum,
the customers were offered cold
salads.

Easy Sireel Cafe, however, was

forced lo evacuate customers
due to lire hazard, according to

Fleming
Stores were also forced to close
during the power outage.
Wal-Mart, 1120 S. Main Sireel,
also closed for ihe two hours that
Ihe cily was without power.
I lowever. they did open immediately after power was restored lo
ihe area.
Tom Kheres, manager at WalMart, said lhat ihe slore did not
experience severe food losses.
"The refrigerators and the
freezers were okay," Kheres said.
CITY. PAGE 2
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Town's police,
fire divisions
handle crisis

Campus takes control after blackout hits city
CAMPUS, FROM PAGE 1

nothing major happened due to
the outage," Sergeant John
Shumaker of the University
Police Department said.
When the power went out at
5:53 pm the University Police
Department went into immediate action.
Shumaker called in five offduty officers to ensure the safety
of the campus.
"I immediately brought in
extra officers and sent them out
to help direct traffic at major
intersections around campus
and to help patrol buildings and
residence halls," he said.
Shumaker also sent officers to
residence halls to answer any
questions students had.
"The safety of the students
was our first priority and 1 think
we handled this situation very
well," he said. "The problems
that we did face, we handled and
solved immediately."
One problem Shumaker is
referring to was a fire alarm that
went off at the Sundial food
court minutes after the loss of

power.
"Over at Kreisher we had a
problem because when the
power went out, the exhaust fans
and ventilation systems stopped
working," he said. "It was only
built up smoke and heat and the
fire department handled it."
Other reports during the outage included two students who
were trapped in an elevator and
a gas odor at a sorority house.
"We have reports of two students being trapped but I have
no details at this time," he said.
"As far as we know, they waited it
out and everythii g was fine."
Shumaker was happy with the
reaction of students during the
outage.
"1 am completely impressed
by the cooperation of students
during this event," he said. "A lot
of people were effected by this
inconvenience but everyone
handled it well, nobody was
hurt, and at this time there are no
major problems to report."
The residence halls also
reported no major problems
during and after the outage.
lessica King, sophomore jour-

nalism major, is an R.A. in
Batchelder and said things were
running smoothly without electricity.
"The PED system is fine
because it is battery operated
and everything else is fine," she
said. "We just have a lot of hungry, bored students; for the most
part people are finding things to
do and being very cooperative."
Some of the problems experienced on campus were at the
dining halls where a large number of students were eating dinner when the power went out.
Nancy Joseph, associate director of dining services, said that
the Sundial and most other dining halls shut down temporarily
to deal with the outage but
would re-open soon.
"As of now (7:00pm) we are
closed but will be opening soon
on a limited basis because we
cannot serve anything that
requires the use of a grill or other
electronics," Joseph said.
After the power came back on
around 7:47 pm, dining halls
normally open during the night
hours re-opened and conducted

regular business.
Classes were also affected by
the power outage. There was no
official cancellation of classes,
but most were canceled by professors.
Kristine Hoover, a management professor had to cancel her
6:00 class due to the power outage.
"This really affected my class
because I had to move a test back
a week," Hoover said. "We
thought about going outside, but
it was just too cold and the classroom was too dark to have class.
This kind of thing happens
sometimes and you just have to
deal with it."
Not everyone on campus
thought it was too dark to go on
with scheduled events.
The women's volleyball team
tried to practice during the
power outage.
"We tried to practice in the
dark but it was just pointless,"
JoAnna Papagcorgiou, senior,
chemistry major said. "You could
barely see the volleyball and
coach decided we were not getting anything productive done."

Without any electricity, oncampus students found other
things to do.
Joel Freiman, junior undecided major, was hanging out in his
room when the electricity went
out. He and about 30 other students gathered behind Kohl Hall
to pass the time.
"I think this is a good thing
because without any TV's and
computers, people are forced to
meet each other," Freiman said.
"We are just hanging out, listening to music out of someone's car
and having a good time."
LJz Martin, sophomore undecided major, was worried during
the power outage because students have a lot of work to get
done.
"With the labs and the
libraries being shut down it is
hard for students to get their
work done," she said. "I hope this
ends soon because people need
to go study and get work done."
All buildings on campus arc
expected to be open as usual
today.

CITY, FROM PAGE 1

"We kept an eye on the temperatures of the units."
The restaurant inside WalMart did have to throw away
hot dogs, but it was the only
already-prepared product.
One restaurant, however, in
Bowling Green was open and
felt the effects of other restaurants closing.
Burger King, 1272 N. Main
Street, did not experience a loss
of electricity.
As a result, there was
increased business at the store,
although exact figures could
not be released.
"It was like a zoo here," said
Deb Manor, restaurant manager of Burger King.
Manor said that there were
25 crew members, a district
manager, a manager from
another district and herself et
the store.
"We just couldn't get the food
out fast enough," Manor said.

Accident downs power line, cuts off electricity
ACCIDENT. FROM PAGE 1

concerns and help direct traffic.
"There is much more of a likelihood of traffic accidents to
occur when there is a power outage," Lt. Conner said.
Despite the greater chance of
accidents that occur when traffic
lights are out. there was just one
accident, at Leroy and Thurstin,
related to the outage. There were
no reported injuries.

The University's police department called in five off-duty officers.
"At this time everything's
under control, and no serious
problems were experienced on
campus," Sgt John Shoemaker,
the officer in charge of the situation, said.
There were two students
trapped in an elevator in
Offenhauer,
according to
University police, but they wait-

ed until power was returned and
made it out safely.
Two University police were
directing traffic at the intersection of Fast Wooster Street and
Thurstin Avenue. Most other
intersections with traffic lights
out operated on a four-way stop
system until city and campus
police officers arrived to direct
traffic.
The Bowling Green Fire division received three calls related

to the power outage: a call from
the Kappa Delta sorority house
regarding a natural gas odor, an
unspecified call from an office
building, and a call from
Kreischcr Quadrangle. When the
power went out in Kreischcr, the
exhaust system in the Sundial
Dining Cen'er apparently shut
off, though there were still heat
and smoke from the grill in the
cook area. Smoke spread to the
fire alarms, which sounded

HEy
LEfTies:

throughout Kreischcr. The
Sundial was evacuated, but not
the rest of the building, according to Nancy loseph, Associate
Director of Dining Services.
According to Amanda Sec, student manager for the Sundial, as
soon as the electricity went out
the grills were shut down, but
without the exhaust system the
heat and smoke was just too
much. The evacuation was only
as a safety precaution, she said.
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COLONIAL BARBERS
Come in and get your haircut today!
Monday. Tuesday. Thursday and Friday
5:30-530
Saturday
5:00-1:00

205 N. PROSPECT-354-0303

U£e jBacfies of JCappa Jlappa Sramma
iPresen/ Our Dr/ewes/ cj/s/ers...
D&w JlCemSer Glass "Jo ff 2000
UKristen Cicero

Jara Doan
r

cfadie [Brown

BCSU Theatre
Department Presents
NUNSENSE
by Dan Coggin's
Oct 19-21 at 8 PM
Oct 27-28 at 8 PM
Oct 29 at 2 PM

C?arraA Goucn

josie f)eininyer

Gour/neu jSrowning

DG-islen T)auis

- DCatbryn DCieffer

Cflmy J3erry

JCyfie &enninys

Sinenne Sanese

_ GAris/ina Cnooarye

Jieaifier Jfolman

G/iefsea oinzey

/Sisa iRazo

Showing in the

JlCoffy Gorman

Gara JICcGanse

iDunseu dcnusler

Sauren Qofaen

OBriUney SArefffer

yCimSer/y C/Jmmow

/Bincfsey Qaoie

Bincfsey Sparyur

fficAeffe Stiff

Eva Marie Saint
Theatre

GArisiy Dunson

Jennifer Sorrenlino

9?o6yn JICaAmel

Tickets: $10
for children 12 and under)
Group Rates Available

Xrislen ya/son

We are so excikufto welcome you
;
nto f/ie Sont/s of yCappa /

EATRE

o reserve seats,
call 372-2719
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CROSSWORD

FADE...NO
SURGE TO
BLACK:

1

ACROSS
H H Munro
Perforation
Frightens away
Lena or Ken
Treoek ol
-Jaopaidy"
16 Hooded snako
17 Songs olOie
people
19 Ftus leature
JO Pkabio
21 An
23 Ctiurcti raster
24 Bribe
26 Goner Eme
28 Misbehaves
32 P» about kUk
33 Hyson or pekoe
34 Piglet
35 Press
36 Cx<» Tatkcnton
3? The Vervet Fog
38 Bears lair
1
5
9
14
15

Computers uoze,
blinked and dropped
dead. Page Layouts,
Marxism Essays and all
sorts of important data
were completely lost.
Sounds like a good
homework excuse to us.
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USA
SWINEHART
Kiss Mc You Fool!
"Open your mouth and I will
f\\\il" Psalm 81:10

Jesus never smiles.
Let me take that back; he
smiles hut never with teeth. I've
never looked at an icon of lesus
hanging in some church and
said, "gecz, (hem arc some pearly
whites!"
I think he had the same complex as George Washington. No
one is really sure if old George
never grinned a shil-cating grin
because of the wooden teeth or
because of some inner unhappi ness dwelling deep within his
conscious mind.
I lowever, I have a feeling that
lesus was a pretty chipper fellow.
Twelve guvs following him
around, cute little lambs at his
disposal; that would make mc
happy Plus, he could produce
wine and bread faster than you
can say "leprosy sorrs
Now, I have been led to believe,
by several irrefutable and
unnamed sources, that (esus
lacked a Cheshire grin because
he lacked teeth. Perhaps someone stole them.
Maybe it happened while he
was sleeping. Perhaps he woke
up in a bathtub of ice cubes like
that guy I know who got his kidneys stolen last week at Mardi
Gras. Whatever the circumstance, lesus lost his teeth.
Perhaps it happened during
those eighteen years he failed to
appear in the Bible, while he was
! moonlighting in Bermuda as a
trapeze artist.

My point is that lesus was such
a nice guy that not only did he
refrain from pressing charges, but
he just kept on smiling that
gummy smile for all the children
of the world.
After realizing this I became
quite perturbed. I fled to a nearby
church in hope of some
Revelation. I sat in the church for
two hours until the choir started
pouring in for rehearsal.
Suddenly, I overheard one of the
older women talking about a
NAMB1A site on the internet.
The sign from God I had been
waiting for was finally revealed to
me.
Of course. EBay is what is all
the craze these days. Perhaps
some conniving old shrew is
marketing our favorite prophet's
mol...-s for a mint in cyberspace.
Thai darn Christie's auction
house, maybe. Look what they
did to Marilyn Monroe.
After searching Amazon,
Yahoo, and EBay all I came up
with were dark alleys and foolish
answers. Oh, there was plenty on
contemporary oral pathology
and the tooth fairy. I found even
more on wailing and gnashing of
teeth, and the new lesus diet
craze that's apparently sweeping
the nation.

Then 1 realized 1 had been
duped. Even if someone's mama
were tall enough to reach the
heavens what is the likelihood
that she could have the pin-point
accuracy to hit Jesus square in
the mouth while doing a backflip.
Besides, it has to be taken into
consideration that someone's
mother would have to be older,
making the likelihood of her brittle bones propelling her towards
the clouds even less believable
My mother, for one, couldn't
come close to a handstand, not
with that hip surgery she had
three years ago. I felt dirty and
used, having been taken in by
deceitful Internet lies. It was as
though some hand had reached
out of the computer screen and
pierced my side.
Dejected. I opted for
Drugstore.com where I did a
search for dentures... nothing.
So, I am alone on my quest to
seek the truth, and a couple of
molars. I am where many prominent historical figures of the past
have found themselves. Figures
like Martin Luther, loan of Arc,
Brigham Young, the Puritans, and
Alice Coopei.

Finally I got the break 1 had
been slaving for. A "yo mama"
joke web page. One of the yams
claimed that someone's mama
was so tall that when she did a
back-Dip she kicked lesus' teeth
right out. For an instant, I
thought I had my answer.

Whatisthemoralof this story?
Well thou hast no moral or anything even closely resembling a
point. Basically, the kid with a
pedigree from the House of
David evidently gummed
through the last supper or he was
just a very unhappy fellow and
hid it well.

My heart started racing, and 1
dug my teeth into a pencil.
Possibly 1 could contact this person's mother and question her as
to what happened that fateful
day she was practicing gymnastics in the yard.

Nope, you can't buy Jesiw
teeth, or any likely facsimile on
the internet. However, you can
purchase Zoloft, George Foreman
Grills, and tons of big hair '80s
love ballads containing the
phrase "Like a Prayer."

ROASTED
PUMPKIN SEED
RECIPE:
INGREDIENTS:
2 CUPS PUMPKIN SEEDS
2 Tbsp OIL OR MELTED
BUTTER
ltsp SALT (OPTIONAL)
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INSTRUCTIONS:
WASH THE SEDS WELL
AND STIR WITH OIL IN
BOWL SPREAD OUT TO
SINGLE LAYER ON A
COOKIE SHEET. SPRINKLE
SALT ON TOP IF DESIRED.
BAKE AT 250" UNTIL
SLIGHTLY BROWN.
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6 Merln ak father
Murp-V
7 Floral nng
8 Tumors. otce
removed
9 Skms on SKUHS
10 Stockings
11 Birthing branch crt
nn*dicne
12 Mineral von
13 Tookacha*'
18 Tiny
22 Betore long
26 Cijcte snetier
27 Reacnedthe
bra*?
28 OH course
?9 Pc*
30 Ha/assets
31 MutluiiLl Houi'.'j-i
32 Sporiscastef
Musburger
3b Puts on a
pedestal
36 Ensign
39 r*>va
41 _ there, done mar

DOWN
Lervent
vera
Potter's oven
uses a braver
Use a puley

■vi
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PROBLEMS?
About to trade in your first-born
for the answer to 42 Across?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, temporarily located
on this very page.

44
45
46
50
52
53
54

F fjn rv)
55 Newsman
HurrOey

Spunky
Whip strokes
Confronts
Take a breather
Unaed
Envrses
Prong
Woosnan and

56 Possess
57
constrictor
59 Nature watchdog
grp

OHIO WEATHER
Wednesday, October 11
AccuWeathef forecast lor daytime condition*, low/high temperatures
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WORD OF THE DAY
Pronunciation: 'sla-k&r
Function: noun
Date: 1898
1:a person who shirks
work obligation; especially:
one who evades military
service in time of war
2: William Jefferson Clinton
3: Isn't it weird that this
word is as old as it is?
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SOURCE: LYNN TELENKO

SLACKER
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40 Outer edges
41 Kngsieyand
Cross
42 Water slonng
plants
43 tcpsr-o:
44 Exploit
45 Identities onesett
to a computer
46 Yearnng
47 Lamprey
48 Excess weighi
49 Singe- Lopez
51 01 the Far East
56 Double-reed
woodwinds
56 Penutbmate cook
of Old Testament
60 Suporralrvory
stnk-o
61 Edgeless sword
62 British pnncess
63 Downand<*rty
64 Unwanted lip
65 Finest
t
2
3
4
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39 Move iMMy

From the Mouths of Babes and Dolls
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Cloudy

Showers

T-storms

Run

Flumta

Snow

let
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THREE-DAY FORECAST
Thursday

Friday

Partly
Cloudy

Partly
Cloudy

High: 64'
Low: 39*

High: 70Low: 41"

e
Satu.day

SAY WHAT?!?
'"Why don't you do
the world a favor.
Pull your lip over
your head... and

Partly
Cloudy

High: 68"
Low: 46*

swallow"

MAX GOLDMAN

ANSWERS
1

GRUMPY OLD MAN,
FISHERMAN,

40 Days
40 Nights
65 Questions
65 Answers
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Life is good.

A SWELL GUY.
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Business Rpt

Mark Russell Greet Pertormenres'Camegie Hal Opening N^ht 2CC0 Panist I Mar* Russell
IConvtdy
Maurrno Petal and the Cleveland Oicneslta (NfllnSlereo)
Comedy
Charlie Rose (In Sleieo) 3C
Mark Russell
Great Performencts "Carnegie Hall Openng Nigm 2000" Pares! iWilltoBead:
Estel SUemore
Mauiiiio Pollni and me Cleveland Oicnesln |N) (in Stereo)_
Comedy
Newel
IRest TV (In
Major League Baseball Playort! Nalonal League Cnampenslvp Seres Game I •• Ne* York Meti
Cily "IS Friende
ISlereo) X
or San Francisco Giants vs Atlanta Braves or Si Louis Carflnali. (In Slarto Live) X
Hunter" 31 Stereo) S.
Spin
Cily
Frasler "the
ISporU'Delrolt
City Ine NHL Hockey totronon 0,le-s at Detroit Red Wogs Joe Louis Spons Arena. (Live) INewa
'Stripteasa" 3C |KKI" (In Stereo)
Hunter' X

Newshour With Jim Lthrer I

Newshour With Jim Lehrer 1!
Stint.ld (in
Stereo) 3
Friends (In
Sleieo) I

Spin
Deer
Spin
Deer

CABLE STATIONS

Business Rpt.

Movie: •• "F/veCardSruo-(l96e. Western) Dean Marm, Robert Movie: »»» "Serr^aritHutleope '(I960. Weslem) Jetlrey Huntei
AnnrKx^tblicksolo^iscnajgedwilniaceindn^
Mnchum Each ot the otayeis in a poker game turns up dead
Battltbots (N) bally Show I IWinBen
South Park
Movie: •• "She's M CV:e"(1996. Comedy] Jenn.lei Anslon A
Daily Show I Win Ben
Saturday Nlgtit Uve cuDa
jSteln's Money
"Deatn" I
Stein e Money caboie and his younger brother scat over Me i
COM GOOdtigJr.Rcky MattJi "
Justice Filet' Mu'tJer -- FarmV
Secrets
ol
the
Great
wan
In
the
Shadow
ol
Vesuvius
|N]
On the Inside 1 he Real LAPD
Wild Discovery: Untamed
wad Discovery "Crealures ol
Style"
"Zero Tderanco" (N)
DISC In Magic Water"
JnVJ)jl>stll
Sportscenter X
Billiards WPBA Classc TOul
Home Run Derby Fenwa/ Park Soccer: World Cuf Oualidei •• Costa Rica at United Stales.
Sportscenter 1
Final Alpine. Caki
Columbus. Ohi, (uve)
ESPN
The Corner (In Stereo) (Part 6 ot
Ol
C.'-.ela'
aLrusual
Arliss
(In
'.Pay
It
Forward'
Sex
and
the
Movie: "8ro»eo0wn Pllsce ' (1999) Two U S
(5:00) Movie: ••» -ByeH/e.
Punishments' (In Stereo) I
city tj Mrao) Sleieo) I
teens ate uailed m Thailand lor drug smuggling I
HBO love (1995)MallhevrMorlvie.
Big House. "San Ouentm"
Camping
Technology
31
Hooked:
Illegal
Drugs
and
How
Ancient Alleni s
History's Lost History 1Q
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BUCHANAN SUES TO BLOCK PORN LINKS
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Some Web sites about
Reform Party presidential hopeful Pat Buchanan and
his running mate Ezola Foster are baring more than
politic- The two are suing the Durham, N.C., firm. if
Rendlna Solutions, which has registered Web addresses
in Buchanan's name that link to pornography.

EDITORIAL

Blackout brought us together
As nearly everyone in the city
must hav realized, there was no
electricity anywhere in town last
night due to a seemingly minor
car accident just out of town.
Who knew that a simple power
outage would have wrought such
havoc on daily life?
Homework and academic
assignments screeched to a stop.
Restaurants closed. Stores shut
their doors. Televisions were off;
most radios and stereos were
silent. As the sun set and night
fell, people emerged from dark
buildings to wander the town
and find anything which was
open. Student came together to

entertain themselves without
video games or cable television.
Mass chaos could have
ensued. Major accidents could
have torn up intersections such
as the busy Main and Wooster
street crossing. Students, bereft
of cable and computers, could
have staged violent protests. City
residents could have clogged the
streets, demanding their hamburgers and fries.
But none of this happened.
In the technology-driven society in which we live, the loss of
electrical power can mean a
major standstill for everyone but
the most extreme of Luddites.

YOU DECIDE
What did you think about
the power outage? Let us
know what you think at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu

And in the violence-insensensitive society in which we live,
extreme reactions are tended to
be provoked by the most minor
of incidents.
But nothing happened.
Police and fire departments
stepped in immediately to do

!RS TO THE EDITOR
U. doesn't meet
obligations to
the disabled
I am a student involved with
Disability Services. I read the
people on the street and the
question was about people with
disabilities. The question was
whether BG does enough for dis
abled students. I know that the
school doesn't keep what it says,
or Disability Services doesn't. I
went in Spring semester 2000 to
see if I could get some help in
one of my classes. I kept going in
every so often, and the help I
asked for was never met when
they told me it would be. I
thought that the Disability
Services was supposed to help
students in that program What I
asked for wasnt met, and they
said they could meet it for me
and when you pay all this money
for school and see the services,
it's disappointing. It is disappointing because you expect all
services to be there for you and
not all of them are all the time.
MeteuEllard
mellard^'bgnet bgsu.edu

Campus environment inspires gratitude
When I returned from lunch
yesterday, I parked in Lot N and
headed to my office on the second floor of East Hall. It was one
of the first really cool days of
autumn, and as I walked on campi is I was filled with the scents
and sounds of fall and the
motion of students and faculty —
and staff — moving in purposeful
direction towards, and away
from, buildings filled with classrooms and offices. The still lush.
green yard in front of East Hall
was already covered with leaves
of red and orange and yellow.
drifting silently from the branches overhead — branches which
stretched from one tree to another like children stretching their
arms to touch the fingertips of
their friends.
A groundskeeper rode a leaf
blower in wide circles from the
perimeter of the lawn in front of
Jerome Library, gradually blowing leaves towards one huge pile
in the center. I smiled thinking

210 West Hall I

back about those falls many
years ago when my children
raked piles of leaves so they
could take turns jumping in
trvm, then raking them up again,
each pile higher than the one
before. I noticed a couple of students conversing nearby, glancing from time to time at the leaf
blower, and I wondered if they
were drawn just a little by an urge
to run and jump into the leaves
like? my children used to.
Classes must have been
changing because there was
more activity than usual; people
going past on foot, by bike, roller
blades, and even a wheelchair.
Some were dressed in jackets and
jeans, a couple still bravely wore
shorts, with tattoos and earrings
where there were no ears. There
were students with long hair and
short hair and shaved heads —
blondes and brunettes and red
heads, and some with artificially
colored hair — purple, orange,
blue or green. For a brief
momen; the news from the night
before flashed before me and I
saw terrified people running
from gunfire and air-borne
objects — bodies bleeding in the
streets; the news went on to
floods and fires and famine in
other parts of the world — disaster that some of us, thankfully,
might never see. As I entered the
doors of East Hall I was reminded
that bad things, tragic things, can
happen to any one of us at any
place, or any time, but as I
gianced back at the sun-struck
swirling leaves and the students
filled with plans for a brighter
future, I also realized just how
glad I was to be here — here on
this campus, in this country, at
this very moment — on this
clear, cool perfectly beautiful
autumn day.
alary McGowan
mmcgowa@bgnet bgsu edu

Don't disparage innocents
to fight racism
I applaud Jason Kucsma, a
recent writer in this space, for
his attempt to point out
instances of covert and institutionalized racism that certainly
do exist in Bowling Green and
in every community across this
country, for that matter.
However, Mr. Kucsma's
remarks about Finders Records

B

M

and Tapes were inaccurate He
has misinformed your reader.
Mr. Kucsma wrote that Finders
in its Rap section posts a sign
warning, "Shoplifter' will be
prosecuted to the fullest extent of
the law." He also wrote that this
sign in Finders' Rap section is the
only of its kind within the store,
implying that Finders exclusively
targets persons of color (who,
apparently Mr. Kucsma believes,
are the only consumers of Rap
music) as possible shoplifters.
Not so. First of all, when Mr.
Kucsma sat down to write about
his supersleuthing adventures,
he misremembered the wording
of the sign. Second, a quick tour
of Finders on the morning Mr.
Kucsma's Letter to the Editor ran
yielded a count of more than a
dozen signs warning shoplifters
of prosecution. These signs were
spotted in the Pop/Rock,
Classical, Jazz. Soundtracks and
Rap sections of the store.
Additionally, all customers are
nearly smacked in the face at the
store's entrance with a sign that
discloses the premises are under
audio and visual security surveillance.
Further, Mr. Kucsma is mistaken in asserting that Finders classifies those who enter the store as
suspects first, customers second.
Seems to me that only those for
whom shoplifting is an option
would take personal offense to
signs warning shoplifters of prosecution. I'll bet most of the reader of The BG News who shop at
Finders have never even noticed
them — most of your readers
have had no reason to notice
them.
There is no doubt that in
America persons of color are
more often perceived with suspicion tlian white people. But Mr.
Kucsma's comments about
Finders clearly missed the mark.
toy Mullholand leong
lmlcong@usa.net

damage control, ensuring that
traffic kepi flowing. The
University leapt to attention,
ensuring there were no breaches
of security, no crimes, and no
accidents.
And there were practically
none.
No one was hurt, as far as we
knew at press time last night.
No couches were set aflame, as
is a regular pastime in this college town.
There were no reports of loot ing or rioting in the streets, nor of
anyone engaging in illicit acts.
In fact, people came together
to enjoy the novelty of a dark

1
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warm enough that anyone evac;,
uated would not have frozen too
much. The weather was cool
enough that food was not generally in danger of being spoiled.
The sun was still out at the time
of the blackout, so no one was .
plunged immediately into darkness. There was time to dig up
flashlights and candles.
Admittedly, the outage made
things difficult to operate for any
one working on computers.
Surely scores of assigr ments
were lost to the ethereal land of
"Didnt Save."
But at least we all weren't
trapped in an elevator.

PEOPLE What should we
do about Jed?

ON THE STREET
How did the power
outage affect you?

CHRIS SCHEDEL
FRESHMAN
CERAMICS

"We couldn't see playing football. All the
lights went off?'

MATT HOLSINGER
FRESHMAN
UNDECIDED

"I couldn't do my
homework or find my
clothes."

MARCUS GENDREW
SOPHOMORE
EDUCATION

"I couldn't take a
shower, do any work,
play my music... I
was paralyzed."

SUBMISSION POLICY
The BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited for length.
Personal attacks will not be printed. Send submissions to 210 West
Hall or arrettj<8*gietbgsu.erJu
with subject line "letter to the eritor" or "guest column."

campus, a dim town. For many
people, the loss of electricity • vas
the closest they've been to
roughing if in a long time.
The outage couldn't have
come at a better time, either,
except for the fact it was dinnertime. Few classes were being
conducted at 6 p.m. Most administrative offices on campus were
closed already anyway, which
ensured that projects and other
work being done by administrators were already saved on the
computers (though servers were
down and labs were closed for
students).
The weather yesterday was

MOLLY WILSON
SENIOR
ART MANAGEMENT

"I was really hungry
and I couldn't eat any
food."

••:

AT ISSUE What should students do about people
lik:? Brother Jed?
Some things just piss me off.
Brother Jed is one of them.
Every year, he and his ilk infest
the campus, spewing their hateful venom at innocent students.
They accuse us students of being
immoral, attack our drinking and
debauchery, and in general
demonizc us for being ourselves
Where do they get off thinking
they can tell us how to live? How
dare they tell me I'm going to Hell
just because they believe that sin
ners go to Hell? Sure, maybe I've
gotten dnink and done some
things I'm not proud of. but does
that make me a bad person? Of
course not. I'm good on the
inside.
I do think there is some benefit
to some of the fundamentalist
weirdos who come to campus.
One group in particular cracked
me up. Its leader was talking
about how college men wanted
nothing but to "de-VlRginize"
college women. Then his sidekick
blew a whistle (the dialogue is
paraphrased).
"I'm sorry, Brother Jim," the
sidekick interrupted, "but I'm
going to have to disagree with
you."
Brother Jim asked him to
explain.
"Well, I'm from California, so I
mry not know about the students here," the sidekick contin
ued. "but in my experience,
when young men come to college, they're thinking about their
classes, they're thinking about
playing football, but those young
women, they have one thing on
their minds..."
"What is that?" Brother Jim
asked.
"SEX! Of course, sex Brother
Jim was shocked for a moment,
but ne eventually agreed.
It was a hilarious exchanRe.
street evangelism mixed with
professional wrestling. It made
my day.
Unfortunately, not all of the
Jedians are as mirthful. Most of
them rudely rail against sin and
so on, instantly judging people,
condemning everyone to Hell
and so on.

It's Intolerable.
I complained about them to
the guy in the room across the
hall.
"Where do they think they get
the right to tell me how to live?
They tell me I'm a damned sinner, and then they tell me they're

JEFF
ARNETT
Opinion editor

■a
■i

TJ?

doing it out of love. Isrit that out- ,i
rageous?"
The guy took a thoughtful gulp1 .
of vodka, and then responded.
"Do you think it's at all accept -''
able to believe in God and HeH?"' ,
'Well, I guess so."
"And do you think people
should be allowed to believe that"V
everyone who doesn't obey Cod ''
will go to Hell, but that God will
give salvation to anyone who
accepts his grace? And are they
allowed to believe that things like
drunkenness and homosexuality
are forms of disobedience to
God?"
"Yeah." I admitted. "I think
everybody would agree that peo
pie should be allowed to believe
in whatever they want."
"Do you think, then, that some
people who believe those things
might have an obligation to help
save everyone they can?"
"Maybe," I said, "but why can't
they just keep it to themselves?"
"So what you're saying is that
people can believe whatever they
want, but they shouldn't act on
their beliefs unless you agree
with them."
"Well, um. no. but — do you
like Brother Jed?"
"Of course not, theguysaid. "I
just think most people don't realize that they love Jed-like behavior by people with whom they
agree, like political protesters.
"I still hate Jed, but not merely
because he's rude. I never see
him during the opening part of
his show anyway. By the time I
get there, he's sitting in his silly lit
tie lawn chair and discussing
arcane theological points with a
handful of students. One time I
listened to him, he was talking
about how a good God could
allow evil to exist, and somehow
he started talking about
Calvinism and why he disagreed
with some Calvinistic beliefs.''
"What did you do?" I asked.
"I said what any reasonable
person would: Go home, you
(obscene gerund] idiot!' I mean,
come on. who wants to talk
about Calvinism?"
JeffAmett can be reached at
amettj@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Career Expo helpful to both students and companies
By MM Fisher
SUff WRITER

More than 1,500 students
attended Career Expo 2000 at
Perry Field House yesterday with
the hopes of landi ng a job.
According to JoAnn Kroll, director of Career Services, students
were met by 184 organizations
and more than 400 recruiters
from all over the country. About
800 interviews are being held
today with approximately 110
companies.
"There was something here for
every major and there was a very
interesting variety from all types
of companies." Kroll said.

Kroll added that having the
interviews is a "very efficient way"
for companies that have traveled
a great distance.
Several companies were represented such as Walt Disney Co.,
American Airlines, Enterprise,
Hershey and Ameritech, among
others. Even the Peace Corps and
the U.S. Marine Corps were in
attendance.
According to Kevin Cox. a systems manager from State Farm
Insurance, many companies are
looking for technical skills like
computer science and account
ing. as well as communication
skills. He stressed that verbal and

written communication skills are
essential, as well as organization
and the "ability to see the big picture."
"We ke^p coming each year
because there is a combination of
quality students, faculty and
career services. It is a very organized event" Fox said.
The Career Expo takes about
four months to organize and is
funded by a small fee that each
corporation pays. According to
Kroll, no outside money is
involved. Career Services origi
nalry extends invitations to about
900 recniiters. Kroll also emphasized that a lot of people helped to

make this event happen
Students had mixed feelings
about the Career Expo Some felt
that there was not enough variety
of companies and others thought
it was a great opportunity.
"It was a good experience to see
the different companies and the
aspects of different careers, but
there weren't many companies
here for my major." Lauren Katz,
senior interpersonal communications major, said.
Jon Rozycki, senior accounting
and finance major, thought there
was an excellent turnout and that
Career Services did an excellent
job.
Rozycki is currently

employed with Wells Fargo
Financial and was recruiting on
behalf of them.
"Students were really prepared
and it was exciting to be on the
other side and interviewing while
still in school," Rozycki said.
Several students felt that the
Career Expo was geared toward
business majors.
"They didn't have a diversity of
groups, and it was primarily
geared toward business, finance
and computer science majors.
There were a lot of communications companies, but they were
mostly looking for business

majors," Anthony Bell, senior
criminal justice major, said.
According to Kroll. many businesses are not just looking for a
certain major Instead they want
to know that the student is a college graduate because they can
always train them to do a certain
job.
Bell felt that this was not the
case when it came to the Career
Expo.
"If you had business major"
written on your nametag they
talked to you. If it was anything
else they tended to chuckle," Bell
said.

Arrest warrant for dead man finally dropped
ByKimBaca
A5S0CIA1tD PRESS WRIIER

SUMMERTON, S.C. - The
state dropped its more than fourdecades-old arrest warrant
Tuesday against the Rev. Joseph
Armstrong DeLaine. the desegregation leader w'io died in exile
from his native South Carolina 26
years ago.
. DeLaine fled the state 45 years
ago *o the day Tuesday after
nightriders fired shots at his home
and he fired back fearing for his
life. He was charged with assault
and battery.
DeLaine had helped file one of
Five lawsuits that led to the 1954
Bro\ T v. Board of Education nil
ing declaring school segregation
unconstitutional.
His support for the cause made
him the target of racism. His
Summerton house was burned
and .us parsonage was vandalized. DeLaine's son, Joe DeLaine
Jr.. said that when his father
reported the vandalism, the min
ister was told he had better watch
out for himself
On Tuesday, state Rep. Alex
Harvin, who worked to get the
warrant removed, said to the
younger DeLaine: "I ask you to
accept your fathers good name

back."
A blown-up copy of the warrant
L >.' *
was signed by Joe DeLaine Jr., his
brother Brumit DeLaine and state
representative; to symbolize its
dismissal during a ceremony at
the former Summerton High
School. More than 100 people
attended the ceremony.
After the 1955 shooting, friends
and relatives helped DeLaine flee
to New York, where he served as
pastor of African Methodist
.a**/*^,,-..
Episcopal churches in buffalo and
Brooklyn. He retired in 1971 and
■--.-,.
. * -t
moved to Charlotte, N.C.
DeLaine told the FBI during his
exile that he was m trying to
-'
dodge them or justice. I am here
trying to dodge injustice." he
wrote in a letter.
The federal government and
New York refused to extradite
DeLaine. who managed to make
brief covert visits IO South
Carolina to attend family funerals
before nis death in 1974. Joe
DeLaine Jr. said.
"It's i ic IK i ill MIS it went this long.
Brumit DeLaine said. But it's a
way of coming together in South
tesocuttd Press Photo
Carolina Things like this should
WARRANT: Brumile DeLaine, left, and his brother Joseph DeLaine, Jr., sit near an enlarged copy of the warrant issued for their late father
no longer divide the community." Rev Joseph Amstrong DeLaine 45 years ago.
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Tickets - $10 with BGSU ID
BGSU students call 381-8851
for this special offer!
General Public tickets
available lor S20.
Available .it Ticketmaster
Outlets or (!hargc by
Phone ai 419-474-1333
or online at
www.tickctmastcr.com

u

Pining Centers

a}l MID-SEMESTER BREAK

Commons Dining Center

Closes 2 pm Frt Oct. 13

Founders Keepers Food Court
Kreischer Sundial Food Court

Open October 14 * IS
October 16 * 17
Open October 14 - 17

McDonald Dining Centers

Closes 7 pm Fri. Oct. 13

*■

Reopens Tues
Oct. 17 at 4:30 pm
10 am - 7 pm
7:30 am - 7 pm
10 am - 7 pm
Reopens Tues *
Oct. 17 at 4:30 pm

Snack Bars, Convenience Stores and Restaurants

►

October 15, 8pm
Stranahan Theatre
4645 Heatherdowns Toledo
for directions & student
tickets call 381-8851

Founders Keepers Snack Bar

Closes 2 pm Fri Oct. 13

Galley

Closes 2 pm Fri. Oct. 13

ST Deli

*

Closes 11 pm Thurs, Oct. 12

Kreischer Shadows/Pia i Shop Open October 14-17
Closes 2 pm Friday, Oct. 13
Chile's Express
ST Express
Silver River Cafe

Open October 14-17
Closes 8:30 pm Thurs.. Oct. 12

Towers West Restaurant
Closes 7 pm Thurs, Oct. 12
_
Regular Hours for all Facilities
Resume Wednesday, October 18

Reopens Tues la iu
Oct. 17 at 7 pm ■■ ■
Reopens Tues 'A 3
Oct. 17 at 7 pm ^ -"
Reopens Tues iftWfl'J
Oct. 17 at 7 pm WHfli
7 pm -1 am
Reopens Tues
Oct. 17 at 4:30 pm
Noon - Midnight
Reopens Wed
Oct. 15 at 5 pm
Reopens Wed
Oct. 1* at 11:30 am

■

.
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Man executed for killing store clerk
JARRAIT, Va. (AP) — A man convicted of killing a convenience store clerk during a 1992 robbery was executed Tuesday night, nearly a year after the Supreme
Court halted his scheduled execution so it could hear
his appeal.

NATION

Indian tribe charged for dispensing drugs
8y Mike Mclntire
«P NtllOIIU WRITER

MASHANTUCKET, Conn. — A
wealthy Indian tribe that runs the
world's largest casino abused a
government health program
intended for American Indians by
dispensing S5.8 million in discounted prescription drugs to its
non-Indian casino employees, a
federal audit says.
In response, the federal Indian
Health Service said it will review
all prescription drug contracts
with tribes across the country.
The audit found that 82 percent
of the drugs dispensed under the
program by the Mashantucket
Pequot's pharmacy in 1998 and
1999 went to ineligible patients.
The service said it will instruct the
Mashantuckets to stop the practice.
Tribal spokesman Arthur
Henick said Monday that the
Mashantuckets disagree with the
audit's conclusions and may
appeal to top health officials in
Washington. He said there are no
immediate plans to scale back the
drug program, which he said
allows the tribe to provide prescription medicine at no cost to
its employees.
The Mashantuckets
run
Foxwoods Resort Casino, which
takes in upwards of SI million a
day in gambling revenue. There is
no suggestion the tribe profits
directly from the sale of the drugs.
However, on its Web site,
Foxwoods touts its "no-cost prescription program with onsite
delivery" as a job benefit.
Health officials expressed concern that including non-Indians
who work in tribal businesses
could jeopardize the future of the
drug discount, which some poorer tribes count on for affordable
prescription medicines.
"Evidence of program abuse
could prompt Congress to reconsider the future of discounted
drug programs, which would ultimately affect the millions of federal beneficiaries who now

depend upon them for their
health care," June Gibbs Brown,
the U.S. Health and Human
Services Department's inspector
general, wrote in an Aug. 17
memo to the head of the Indian
Health Service. Brown's office
conducted the audit, which The
Associated Press located on the
inspector general's Web site.
Under the Veterans Health Care
Act of 1992, the Veterans Affairs
Department, the Pentagon, the
Coast Guard and the Public
Health Service are entitled to buy
drugs from suppliers at deeply
discounted rates — often less
than 50 percent the regular price.
The Indian Health Service, a unit
of the Public Health Service,
extends this service to tribes that
have "self-determination contracts" with the government.
Tribes can then provide the discounted drugs to their own members. But the law says the drugs
may be dispensed to non-Indians
only if "there are no reasonable
alternative health services available."
The Mashantucket tribe has
about 600 members, plus 12,000
employees at its casino, hotels,
restaurants
and
museum.
Together with their dependents,
about 22,000 people, almost all of
them non-Indians, are covered
under the tribe's prescription
drug plan, auditors said.
Auditors said that because
there are at least 40 drug stores
within 10 miles of the reservation,
the tribe cannot claim a lack of
alternative health services.
The auditors also dismissed the
tribe's contention that the Indian
Health Service was aware of its
practice of providing drugs (o
non-Indians, saying that even if it
were true, the health service does
not have the authority to approve
it.
Casino employees said the
tribe's prescription drug benefit
was unusually generous and
would be sorely missed.
Leo Jackson, a shuttle bus dri-

Associated Press Photo

TRIBE: Pharmacy Technician Mark Roche operates a robot that puts various drugs in the correct bins at the Mashantucket Pequot's pharmacy on their reservation in Mashantucket, Conn., Wednesday, June 16, 1999 in this file photo.
ver who said he lost his medical general's report the final word on Mashantuckets, it found reason immediately determine whether
to believe the alleged abuse may it had given the tribes a reply.
coverage while employed at the matter.
"The tribe has been able to pro- involve other tribes.
Electric Boat in Groton years ago,
In addition, the Mashantuckets
said he requires three prescrip- vide one of the best health plans
The report noted that in August contract with 16 other tribes to
in the region for its employees," 1999, a consortium of 11 tribes in provide mail-order pharmaceutitions for cancer treatment.
"There's no way I could afford Henick said. "We're going to con- Michigan and Wisconsin requestto pay even for part of this stuff I tinue to do anything we can for ed adviceon the legality of provid- cal services. Auditors contacted
have to take," Jackson said. "1 our employees, whom we consid- ing discounted drugs to non- six of the tribes and found that
don't know what I'll do if the plan er pan of the tribe for purposes of Indians, indicating that they four of them include non-Indian
believed they could do so. On employees among those who
health care."
disappears."
Although the inspector gener- Tuesday, the Indian Health receive discounted drugs from
Henick said the Mashantuckets
do not consider the inspector al's report concentrated on the Service told the AP it could not the Mashantuckets.

New Hampshire chief justice aquitted of violations
By Norma Love
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Associated Press Photo

COURT: Former U.S. Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell of Maine
looks over documentation being discussed.

CONCORD, N.H. — New
Hampshire's chief justice was
overwhelmingly acquitted of
ethics violations Tuesday at a historic Senate impeachment trial,
defusing a constitutional crisis
that began over a divorce case.
Chief Justice David Brock convinced most of the state Senate
that the evidence was weak or
that his mistakes weren't serious
enough to convict.
Though further attempts to
remove him from the bench are
possible, he survived what could
be his toughest test.
Brock. 64, smiled and hugged
his tearful wife as the trial ended,
and expressed "the deepest gratitude'' to his supporters.
"You bet I'm going back to
work." he said in response to a
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question.
The case rocked the state's judiciary, prompted one Supreme
Court justice to resign and
plunged the state's high court into
the first impeachment trial in
New Hampshire history.
Fifteen votes, two-thirds of the
22 participating senators, were
needed to convict Brock. The
most any of the four articles got
was eight votes.
"For us to convict, there must
be serious misconduct. Poor
judgment is not enough," Sen.
Burl Cohen said.
Brock was accused of improperly calling a lower-court judge
about a politically sensitive case
in 1987; soliciting then-Justice
Stephen Thayer's comments
about the judges selected to hear
Thayer's own divorce; lying to
House investigators; and routine-

ly allowing justices to comment
on cases from which they were
disqualified.
Testifying last week. Brock, who
has been a member of the high
court since 1978 and chief justice
since 1986, admitted to some
accusations but insisted they
were errors in judgment or misstatements — not intentional,
impeachable acts.
Brock denied that he called
Superior Court Judge Douglas
Gray about a 1987 case involving a
powerful state senator. Gray testified that Brock did make the call,
and two other judges said Gray
told them about it.
Brock acknowledged giving
answers to House investigators
that were less than the full truth,
but denied lying. He said he stum bled once because the questions
were confusing.

On the issue of disqualified
judges commenting on cases,
Brock's defenders, including other
justices, said he inherited a practice that has since been scrapped
by the court.
The last time a New Hampshire
Supreme Court justice was
impeached was in 1790. That
judge, Woodbury Langdon,
described as "arbitrary and
haughty," resigned before his
Senate trial.
The Brock case began early this
year when Thayer's ex-wife
appealed the couple's divorce to
the Supreme Court. None of
Thayer's colleagues could hear
the. appeal, so Brock had to
appoint substitute judges. Thayer
strenuously objected to one of
Brock's choices, and Brock tried to
put the selection on hold.
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Israel, Palestine back to bargaining table
JERUSALEM (AP) —Amid scattered but ugly new outbreaks of violence in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, the
U.N. secretary-general appealed Tuesday to Israel and
the Palestinians to get back to the bargaining table and
end the cycle of killing. "The region has suffered
enough," he said.

W( )RLI)
Milosevic allies
refuse step-down
By George Jahn
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Associated Press Photo

DEATHS: A Vietnamese women and her children walk accross a makeshift bridge to a local health center in Cao Lanh City in Dong Thap
Province in Vietnam's Mekong Delta.

Flooding causes havoc
By Tim Iran
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

CAO LANH. Vietnam — She
tecounts it numbly: Nguyen Thi
Hop's one-room hut had filled
-'chest-high with water, so she
".went to get tree trunks to build a
■■bridge to the road. She called her
„■ 16-year-old daughter, who was
• .minding the baby, to come help
„ for a moment.
When Hop ran back into the
house, the baby had disappeared
— fallen into the murky water
beneath the raised wooden bed.
"I don't know why 1 wasn't
more careful," said Hop, 39,
weeping as she recalled the death
of her 1-year-old daughter, Bui
Thi Diem. "Normally 1 watch over
her with special care. 1 don't know
. why 1 didn't that day."
The tragedy has been repeated
over and over in Vietnam's

Mekong Delta, hit by the worst
flooding in four decades. An
astounding 75 percent of the
fatalities — 236 of 319 so far —
have been children, most under
age 3.
"The situation is tragic — the
more so because there is very little we can do to help," said U.N.
Children's Fund spokesman
Damien Personnaz.
Heavy monsoon rains in July
triggered massive flooding along
the Mekong River, which cuts
through
Laos,
Thailand,
Cambodia and Vietnam. An estimated 6.5 million people have
been affected, especially in the
southern delta regions of
Cambodia and Vietnam.
In Vietnam, 45,000 families
have been displaced, many to
cramped makeshift shelters atop
crumbling earth dikes or along-

side highways. Others have
remained in their flooded homes,
their possessions stacked on
bamboo platforms inches above
the water.
In the worst-hit provinces of
Dong Thap, An Giang and Long
An, acres of lush rice paddies
have been swallowed by muddy
brown waters that have
swamped low-lying rural roads.
Water levels have peaked but
won't recede until midNovember — if heavy storms stay
away in the meantime.
Forty percent of the child
deaths have been in Dong Thap,
where about 95 percent of the
province is under water, said
Dang Ngoc Loi, director of the
local disaster coordination center.
In most cases, parents were
forced to leave home to find

work, firewood or food, leaving
children unattended, Loi said.
Some young children also have
rolled off their beds into the water
at night.
"We've tried to spread information through TV and radio, warning parents to be more careful,"
Loi said.
But, he conceded, most parents have little choice but to leave
to find work and food.
In the provincial capital of Cao
Lanh, about 100 miles west of Ho
Chi Minn City, where most families raise rice or fruit trees, all the
city's seven flood casualties were
children.
Congregants at the local
Protestant church, attending service Sunday in flood waters up to
their knees, offered prayers and
donations for the family of a 2year-old drowning victim.

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia —
Allies of Slobodan Milosevic
broke off talks Tuesday on handing over what remaining authority they hold, prompting a warning of renewed popular revolt.
The development threatens
prospects for a peaceful transfer
of power after days of success by
newly installed President Vojislav
Kostunica in forcing Milosevic
appointees from office.
Milosevic's Socialist Party and
its ally, the Serbian Radical Party
walked out of talks on forming a
new government in Yugoslavia's
larger republic Serbia They said
they would come back only
"after the end of riots, violence
and lawlessness against the citizens of Serbia"
They were alluding to moves
targeting heads of state companies and other institutions still
run by the former president's
people. Such incidents included
reports of a forceful takeover of
the state customs office, major
banks and nearly all key companies and factories remaining in
pro-Milosevic hands.
The Radicals said people were
being "lynched by mobs belonging to the illegal regime of the
Democratic Opposition," meaning Kostunica's alliance.
The walkout provoked a sharp
response from a provincial

leader who played a key role in
mobilizing Thursdays march on
Belgrade, which Oared into vio^.
lence and forced Milosevic to
concede electoral defeat to
Kostunica
Velimir Ilic, the mayor of
Cacak, told The Associated Press
that the "people's patience is
exhausted."
"Serbs are so eager to see
changes, and I do not know who
and how will protect Socialists if
they continue to drag their feet,"
Ilic said. "Those who lost should
go peacefully."
Even before the talks broke
down, there were problems.
Kostunica's key aide, Zoran
Djindjic, said Milosevic's cronies
were trying to retain control over
the police by keeping Serbia's
Interior Ministry. And he said
State Security, Serbia's feared
secret service that reported only
to Milosevic, is "still closed for
us."
Eager to shore up his power
base, Kostunica is trying to install
his own supporters in the country's most important institutions,
including the police, judiciary,
banks and state-run companies.
The breakdown in talks about
Serbia's government dampened
euphoria over the peaceful consolidation of authority by allies of
Kostunica, who was sworn in
Saturday.

Associated Press Photo

ELECTIONS: Candidate Vojislav Kostunica gestures while he
addresses workers In Kolubara Coal Mine.
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Man executed for killing store clerk
JARRATT, Va. (AP) — A man convicted of killing a convenience store clerk during a 1992 robbery was executed Tuesday night, nearly a year after the Supreme
Court halted his scheduled execution so it could hear
his appeal.

NATION

Indian tribe charged for dispensing drugs
ByMtkeMcltr&re
AP NA1I0HHI WRITER

MASHANTUCKET, Conn. — A
wealthy Indian tribe that runs the
world's largest casino abused a
government health program
intended for American Indians by
dispensing $5.8 million in discounted prescription drugs to its
non-Indian casino employees, a
federal audit says.
In response, the federal Indian
Health Service said it will review
all prescription drug contracts
with tribes across the country.
The audit found that 82 percent
of the drugs dispensed under the
program by the Mashantucket
Pequot's pharmacy in 1998 and
1999 went to ineligible patients.
The service said it will instruct the
Mashantuckets to stop the practice.
Tribal spokesman Arthur
Henick said Monday that the
Mashantuckets disagree with the
audit's conclusions and may
appeal to top health officials in
Washington. He said there are no
immediate plans to scale back the
drug program, which he said
allows the tribe to provide prescription medicine at no cost to
its employees.
The
Mashantuckets run
Foxwoods Resort Casino, which
takes in upwards of $1 million a
day in gambling revenue. There is
no suggestion the tribe profits
directly from the sale of the drugs.
However, on its Web site,
Foxwoods touts its "no-cost prescription program with onsite
delivery" as a job benefit.
Health officials expressed concern that including non-Indians
who work in tribal businesses
could jeopardize the future of the
drug discount, which some poorer tribes count on for affordable
prescription medicines.
"Evidence of program abuse
could prompt Congress to reconsider the future of discounted
drug programs, which would ultimately affect the millions of federal beneficiaries who now

depend upon them for their
health care," June Gibbs Brown,
the U.S. Health and Human
Services Department's inspector
general, wrote in an Aug. 17
memo to the head of the Indian
Health Service. Brown's office
conducted the audit, which The
Associated Press located on the
inspector general's Web site.
Under the Veterans Health Care
Act of 1992, the Veterans Affairs
Department, the Pentagon, the
Coast Guard and the Public
Health Service are entitled to buy
drugs from suppliers at deeply
discounted rates — often less
than 50 percent the regular price.
The Indian Health Service, a unit
of the Public Health Service,
extends this service to tribes that
have "self-determination contracts" with the government.
Tribes can then provide the discounted drugs to their own members. But the law says the drugs
may be dispensed to non-Indians
only if "there are no reasonable
alternative health services available."
The Mashantucket tribe has
about 600 members, plus 12,000
employees at its casino, hotels,
restaurants
and
museum.
Together with their dependents,
about 22,000 people, almost all of
them non-Indians, are covered
under the tribe's prescription
drug plan, auditors said.
Auditors said that because
there are at least 40 drug stores
within 10 miles of the reservation,
Associated Press Photo
the tribe cannot claim a lack of TRIBE: Pharmacy Technician Mark Roche operates a robot that puts various drugs in the correct bins at the Mashantucket Pequot's pharalternative health services.
macyon their reservation in Mashantucket, Conn., Wednesday, June 16,1999 in this file photo.
The auditors also dismissed the
ver
who said he lost his medical general's report the final word on Mashantuckets, it found reason immediately determine whether
tribe's contention that the Indian
to believe the alleged abuse may it had given the tribes a reply.
Health Service was aware of its coverage while employed at the matter.
"The tribe has been able to pro- involve other tribes.
practice of providing drugs to Electric Boat in Groton years ago,
In addition, the Mashantuckets
The report noted that in August contract with 16 other tribes to
non-Indians, saying that even if it said he requires three prescrip- vide one of the best health plans
in the region for its employees," 1999, a consortium of 11 tribes in provide mail-order pharmaceutiwere true, the health service does tions for cancer treatment.
"There's no way I could afford Henick said. "We're going to con- Michigan and Wisconsin requestnot have the authority to approve
to pay even for part of this stuff I tinue to do anything we can for ed ad vice on the legality of provid- cal services. Auditors contacted
it.
Casino employees said the have to take," Jackson said. "I our employees, whom we consid- ing discounted drugs to non- six of the tribes and found that
tribe's prescription drug benefit don't know what I'll do if the plan er part of the tribe for purposes of Indians, indicating that they four of them include non-Indian
health care."
believed they could do so. On employees among those who
was unusually generous and disappears."
Henick said the Mashantuckets
Although the inspector gener- Tuesday, the Indian Health receive discounted drugs from
would be sorely missed.
Leo Jackson, a shuttle bus dri- do not consider the inspector al's report concentrated on the Service told the AP it could not the Mashantuckets.

New Hampshire chief justice aquitted of violations
By Norma love
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Associated Press Photo

COURT: Former U.S. Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell of Maine
looks over documentation being discussed.

CONCORD, N.H. — New
Hampshire's chief justice was
overwhelmingly acquitted of
ethics violations Tuesday at a historic Senate impeachment trial,
defusing a constitutional crisis
that began over a divorce case.
Chief Justice David Brock convinced most of the state Senate
that the evidence was weak or
that his mistakes weren't serious
enough to convict
Though further attempts to
remove him from the bench are
possible, ne survived what could
be his toughest test
Brock, 64. smiled and hugged
his tearful wife as the trial ended,
and expressed "the deepest gratitude" to his supporters.
"You bet I'm going back tu
work," he said in response to a
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question.
The case rocked the state's judiciary, prompted one Supreme
Court justice to resign and
plunged the state's high court into
the first impeachment trial in
New Hampshire history.
Fifteen votes, two-thirds of the
22 participating senators, were
needed to convict Brock. The
most any of the four articles got
was eight votes.
"For us to convict, there must
be serious misconduct. Poor
judgment is not enough," Sen.
Burt Cohen said.
Brock was accused of improperly calling a lower-court judge
about a politically sensitive case
in 1987; soliciting then-Iustice
Stephen Thayer's comments
about the judges selected to hear
Thayer's own divorce; lying to
House investigators; and routine-

ly allowing justices to comment
on cases from which they were
disqualified.
Testifying last week. Brock, who
has been a member of the high
court since 1978 and chief justice
since 1986, admitted to some
accusations but insisted they
were errors in judgment or misstatements — not intentional,
impeachable acts.
Brock denied that he called
Superior Court Judge Douglas
Gray about a 1987 case involving a
powerful state senator. Gray testified that Brock did make the call,
and two other judges said Gray
told them about it.
Brock acknowledged giving
answers to House investigators
that were less than the full truth,
but denied lying. He said he stumbled once because the questions
were confusing.

On the issue of disqualified
judges commenting on cases,
Brock's defenders, including other
justices, said he inherited a practice that has since been scrapped
by the court.
The last time a New Hampshire
Supreme Court justice was
impeached was in 1790. That
judge, Woodbury Langdon,
described as "arbitrary and
haughty," resigned before his
Senate trial.
The Brock case began early this
year when Thayer's ex-wife
appealed the couple's divorce to
the Supreme Court. None of
Thayer's colleagues could hear
the. appeal, so Brock had to
appoint substitute judges. Thayer
strenuously objected to one of
Brock's choices, and Brock tried to
put the selection on hold.
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Israel, Palestine back to bargaining table
JERUSALEM (AP) —Amid scattered but ugly new outbreaks of violence in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, the

WORLD

U.N. secretary-general appealed Tuesday to Israel and
the Palestinians to get back to the bargaining table and
end the cycle of killing. "The region has suffered
enough," he said.

Milosevic allies
refuse step-down
By George latin
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Associated Press Photo

DEATHS: A Vietnamese women and her children walk accross a makeshift bridge to a local health center in Cao Lanh City in Dong Thap
Province in Vietnam's Mekong Delta.

Flooding causes havoc
ByfiniTran
ASS0CIAIC0 PRESS VHtlUR

CAO LANH, Vietnam — She
" Tecounts it numbly: Nguyen Thi
Hop's one-room hut had filled
-'chest-high with water, so she
••went to get tree trunks to build a
■•bridge to the road. She called her
„• 16-year-old daughter, who was
• .minding the baby, to come help
„ for a moment.
, When Hop ran back into the
house, the baby had disappeared
— fallen into the murky water
beneath die raised wooden bed.
"I don't know why I wasn't
more careful," said Hop, 39,
weeping as she recalled the death
of her 1-year-old daughter, Bui
Thi Diem. "Normally 1 watch over
her with special care. I don't know
. why I didn't that day."

The tragedy has been repeated
over and over in Vietnam's

Mekong Delta, hit by the worst
flooding in four decades. An
astounding 75 percent of the
fatalities — 236 of 319 so far —
have been children, most under
age 3.
"The situation is tragic — die
more so because there is very litde we can do to help," said U.N.
Children's Fund spokesman
Damien Personnaz.
Heavy monsoon rains in July
triggered massive flooding along
the Mekong River, which cuts
through
Laos,
Thailand,
Cambodia and Vietnam. An estimated 6.5 million people have
been affected, especially in the
southern delta regions of
Cambodia and Vietnam.
In Vietnam. 45.000 families
have been displaced, many to
cramped makeshift shelters atop
crumbling earth dikes or along-

side highways. Others have
remained in their flooded homes,
their possessions stacked on
bamboo platforms inches above
the water.
In the worst-hit provinces of
Dong Thap, An Giang and Long
An, acres of lush rice paddies
have been swallowed by muddy
brown waters that have
swamped low-lying rural roads.
Water levels have peaked but
won't recede until midNovember — if heavy storms stay
away in the meantime.
Forty percent of the child
deaths have been in Dong Thap.
where abour 95 percent of the
province is under water, said
Dang Ngoc Loi, director of the
local disaster coordination center.
In most cases, parents were
forced to leave home to find

work, firewood or food, leaving
children unattended. Loi said.
Some young children also have
rolled off their beds into the water
at night.
"We've tried to spread information through TV and radio, warning parents to be more careful,"
Loisaid.
But, he conceded, most parents have little choice but to leave
to find work and food.
In the provincial capital of Cao
Lanh, about 100 miles west of Ho
Chi Minh City, where most families raise rice or fruit trees, all the
city's seven flood casualties were
children.
Congregants at the local
Protestant church, attending service Sunday in flood waters up to
their knees, offered prayers and
donations for the family of a 2year-old drowning victim.

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia —
Allies of Slobodan Milosevic
broke off talks Tuesday on handing over what remaining authority they hold, prompting a warning of renewed popular revolt.
The development threatens
prospects for a peaceful transfer
of power after days of success by
newly installed President Vojislav
Kostunica in forcing Milosevic
appointees from office.
Milosevic's Socialist Party and
its ally, the Serbian Radical Party
walked out of talks on forming a
new government in Yugoslavia's
larger republic Serbia They said
they would come back only
"after the end of riots, violence
and lawlessness against the citizens of Serbia"
They were alluding to moves
targeting heads of state companies and other institutions still
run by the former president's
people. Such incidents included
reports of a forceful takeover of
the state customs office, major
banks and nearly all key companies and factories remaining in
pro-Milosevic hands.
The Radicals said people were
being "lynched by mobs belonging to the illegal regime of the
Democratic Opposition," meaning Kostunica's alliance.
The walkout provoked a sharp
response from a provincial

leader who played a key role in
mobilizing Thursday's march on
Belgrade, which flared into vio^.
lence and forced Milosevic to
concede electoral defeat to
Kostunica.
Velimir llic, the mayor of
Cacak. told The Associated Press
that the "people's patience is
exhausted."
"Serbs are so eager to see
changes, and I do not know who
and how will protect Socialists if
they continue to drag their feet,"
flic said. "Those who lost should
go peacefully."
Even before the talks broke
down, there were problems.
Kostunica's key aide, Zoran
Djindjic, said Milosevic's cronies
were trying to retain control over
the police by keeping Serbia's
Interior Ministry. And he said
State Security, Serbia's feared
secret service that reported only
to Milosevic, is "still closed for
us."
Eager to shore up his power
base, Kostunica is trying to install
his own supporters in the country's most important institutions,
including the police, judiciary,
banks and state-run companies.
The breakdown in talks about
Serbia's government dampened
euphoria over the peaceful consolidation of authority by allies of
Kostunica, who was sworn in
Saturday.

Associated Press Photo

ELECTIONS: Candidate Vojislav Kostunica gestures while he
addresses workers in Kolubara Coal Mine.
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EELERS QUARTERBACK KENT GRAHAM WILL START THIS SUNDAY.

SPORTS
BRIEFING
Akron hires new AD
AKRON - The University of
Akron on Tuesday hired Michael
Thomas, associate athletics
director at the University of
Virginia, as its athletics director.
Thomas, 40. replaces Dennis
Helsel, who became senior associate athletics director at
Maryland Thomas will be paid
$115,000 annually and signed a
five-year contract.
At the University of Virginia.
Thomas supervised eight varsity
programs and managed a budget
of $5 million. He also played an
important role in Virginia's football stadium expansion and
fund-raising committee.

Thomas will oversee Akron's 18
varsity sports.

WEDNESDAY
October 11,
2000
••••
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Murphy's law in Kalamazoo
Ex-Falcon Heather Murphy left BG two season ago and now is at WMU
By Nick Hum

ASSiSIANT SP0RIS EDITOR

ERIK
CASSANO
Staff Writer

BG kicked
themselves
vs. Zips
Saturday
The annual Homecoming
game.
The pageantry, the spectacle,
the 60 percent capacity crowd
braving the infamous BG wind
machine at kickoff.
A chance for the Falcons to
put their best fool forward in
front of students and alumni,
hoist the school spirit flag high
and win one for the Gipper.
Or Doyt Perry.
Or whatever gets them going.
Except on this Homecoming,
except with this team.
A better but quite beatable
Akron team was primed to make
this a memorable Homecoming
last Saturday, a come-frombehind victory in the final minutes that would have the alumni
in attendance talking over light
beers at Fricker's well into the
evening. Instead, BG blew two
goal line stances in the fourth
quarter to fall 27-21, and whoever didn't leave with numb hands
from wind and ice pellets left
with a numb stomach.
Make no mistake, Akron didn't
hold BG on two fourth-andgoals from inside the two yard
line.
They didn't "hunker down" on
two first-and-goals three plays
earlier. They simply smothered
the line of scrimmage and let the
Falcons do the work of stopping
themselves
On the first drive, a converted
quarterback. Josh Harris, was
put in at tailback due to the loss
of the regulars, Godfrey Lewis
and Joe Alls. Right there, that
says the running attack probably
isn't BG's strong point, especially
with Akron's defense condensed
on a very short field. But run
they did. Harris gained one yard,
followed by an incomplete pass.
Running back John Gibson, all 5
foot 10 inch. 220 pounds of him.
was then subsequently plowed
right into the heart of the Akron
defense on third and fourth
downs.
If you are a Browns fan.
"Metcalf up the middle" might
come to mind right about now.
It looked as futile.
If the first drive looked bad.
the second was dumbfounding,
if only for the repetition. The
closer the Falcons got to the
Akron goal line, it seemed, the
more intent they were on taking
the path of most resistance.
On third down, another
Gibson run, another stop.
On fourth down, with no wide
outs, nobody in the slot, not
even as a decoy, the Falcons
crammed three backs behind
quarterback Andy Sahm and
proceeded to run almost an
identical play, just more obvious.
The Zips' defense saw the run up
the middle coming once again,
bunched as many lineman and
linebackers between the tackles
as possible, and won the deciding sumo wrestling match over
the goal line.
Akron took over on downs,
quarterback James Washington
took a couple of kneel-downs.
and the Zips escaped with something besides a loss.
Nobody can go inside the
heads of the Falcon play-callers
in those last few minutes. What
drove them to be terminally preCASSANO. PAGE 9
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Heather Murphy is a bittersweet thought for anyone who
has followed the Bowling
Green volleyball team during
the past couple seasons.
Very sweet in the fact that
she was one of the most potent
offensive weapons ever to put
on a Falcon uniform in recent
years.
But there is also the bitter
reality that Murphy left behind.
When BG depended on her
the most, she cleared out her
locker and left the team.
So when Murphy stepped
onto the court lest Friday night
dressed in Western Michigan
colors and peered through the
net at some of her former
teammates, there was an eerie
feeling that ran through
Western's arena.
"I was excited to play against
her.'' said BG captain JoAnna
Papageorgiou. "I got along with
her. It was neat because I was
trying to remember how she
played."
In her first appearance
against her former team,
Murphy admitted to some pregamejitters.
"I was extremely nervous,"
Murphy said. "All the girls on
the team as far as I know, we
get along. There really aren't
any hard feelings. I wanted to
just smile at them."
After playing three years for
BG. Murphy quit the team and
transferred
to
Western
Michigan to finish up her
degree. One of the main reasons that she came a Bronco
was because it the campus is
right outside her hometown of
Portage, Mich.
She never intended to play
collegiate volleyball again.
"I thought I was just going to
get my four year degree and
move on." Murphy said. "Tune
goes by and I really started to

TRANSFER, PAGE 2
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BRONCO: Western Michigan's Heather Murphy rests during the Broncos match with the Falcons last weekend Murphy is an ex-Falcon.

Men's
soccer
faces
Western
By Derek McCord
SIAK »RI!(R

Despite losing their sixth,
one goal game against MidAmerican Conference oppo
ncnt Northern Illinois, BG will
try to notch their first conference victory against Western
Michigan today.
The Falcons were handiPtwo Provided

VICTORY: Scrum half Vinny Staropoli digs the ball against Central Michigan The Falcons beat them 62-0 and 36-0 last weekend.

BG beats Central 62-0,36-0
ByWesHohmger

CUEst WJIIICR
■Hi

After 14 years of games that
ended with a two or three point
separation, one college rugby
team'j most heated rivalries died
with barely more than a whimper.
The BG rugby team defeated
long
time
Mid-American
Conference
rival
Central
Michigan
62-0
and
36-0
"It is embarrassing how far that
program has fallen in just one
year," said BG coach Roger
Mazzarella. "The Central game
was always hard nosed, knock

"It is embarrassing
how far that program has fallen in
just one year. The
Central game was
always hard
nosed, knock down
no quarter given
rugby..."
ROGER MAZZARFJ1A COACH
down, no quarter given rugby in
front of a couple hundred rabid

Central fans. Instead, we played
in front of three people and a

dog."
Gone was the typically huge,
bruising Chippewa rugby team
that battled the Falcons down to
the wire for every MAC and
Michigan championship since
1986
A howling wind punctuated
with hail, snow and needle-like
rain played a factor in BG's sudden case of clumsiness, including 11 dropped passes.
"We have to play above that
sort of thing," said BG captain
Reed Luecke. "The weather sure
isn't going to get any better."

capped when Adam Erhard
was sent off at the 26th
minute putting BG down a
man for the last sixty minutes
of the match. With only ten
men,

the

Falcons

hung

together defensively until the
83rd minute when Northern

Overlooked in this season's
flurry of point scoring has been
the plays of BC's defense. Central
never once had possession of the
ball outside their own end in
either match.

Illinois' Andrew Conti scored
the match-winning goal.
With an 0-1-0 MAC record,
the Falcons (3-6-0) still have
an opportunity to win the reg-

"The guys have done an excellent job of forcing give-away
kicks and stopping ballcarriers in
the backficld." Mazzarella said.
He cited flankers Luecke. Alex
Demma and Nick Thaxton, eight
man Mike Hotz and center Scott
Mullins as the team's defensive
leaders.

ular season title with the rest

"Frankly, I'm glad I'm too old to

next five MAC games win the

WINS, PAGE 9
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of the conference also having
a loss The focus now will rest
on the Broncos who have an
0-2-0 conference record.
"The way the MAC is now
with everybody having a loss
so we could very well win our

SPORTS
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Rugby now 15-2 on year
WINS. FROM PAGE 8
have to face MulBns in a scrimmage every week," Mazzarella
said.
Center Pete Cromly finally
broke through the scoring ice jam
with a try with just ten minutes
left in the first half. From that
point on, the Falcons went on a
rampage to make up for lost time.
A Luecke try and a second by
Cromly along with two conversions by Cromly made the score
19-0 at the half.
Wing Tim Riger sealed the contest when he went 90 yards with
the opening kickoff to up the
score to 24-0. Mullins added a
pair as did rookie sensation Kevin
Mongold. Riger and Luecke both
punched over their second for the
day while Cromly added three
more conversions and fly half
Chad Cunnigan hit on one of
three attempts to make the final

62-0.
Scoring in the weather-shortened second match was more
spread around as the Falcons
clipped the Chips 36-0. Flanker
Wcs Holsinger finished off a
pushover try while eight man Tim
Laubensheimer added another in
the second half. Andy Riddell
scored a pair of tries out of the
fullback slot and wings Tom
Congwer and Chris Heiny added
solo tries. Fly half Jon Woodman
hit three conversion kicks.
BG's rookies split on the weekend, losing to Ohio State Marion
17-5 and beating Ohio Northern
21-12. Eight man Kris Black had
the only try in the loss while center Carl Samuel, scrum half Brian
Spring and flanker Gary Fike had
tries in the victory. Fly half Ben
Hicks hit on all three conversions.
This week, the now 15-2

Falcons, will host Michigan State
in the third round of the Midwest
Universities Cup. By virtue of their
record, BG was given a bye in the
first two rounds.
The
Spartans
defeated
Marquette University 35-22 in
their second round match two
weeks ago. Michigan State is
another team with a record of
futility against the Falcons, having
not beaten BG since 1979.
Mazzarella, however, sees the
Spartans as a very dangerous
opponent.
"We had to come from behind
last year at the last minute to beat
them by one point," he said. "I
fully expect them to be all
pumped up to avenge that loss."
Game time Saturday is 1 p.m. at
College Park field.

Murphy makes impact felt
TRANSFER, FROM PAGE 8
miss it. I started thinking to
myself; since I had the time left, I
might as well use it."
In 1998, Murphy worked her
way up the ladder as one of the
top killers in the country for tlie
Falcons . At her peak, she was
ranked 7th in the country in kills
per game at 5.36. She also lead the
Mid American Conference in the
kill department, thus picking up
the nickname the MAC killer."
Despite an abbreviated career
with the Falcons, Murphy's name
slill makes the pages of the BG
volleyball record books in career
attack attempts and kills.
"We |the team] all get along so
great," Murphy told the BG news
in 1998. "We work so well together. I think that is really important"
It was exactly two weeks after
Murphy made her statement that
she quit the team.
The MAC killer's" final appear
ance came in a 3 game kiss to

Miimi. A down and out Falcon
team scratched and clawed to
stay in contention for a MAC play off spot, but BC never got there.
The Falcons lost their final nine
games of the season.
Why Murphy left the team is
the biggest question. After great
success in volleyball and her stated Ixnid with the team, it seemed
she would stay on and end her
career as a Falcon.
"There were a lot of different
factors that played into my decision," Murphy said. "It wasn't just
volleyball. It wasn't necessarily a
negative. I just needed to make a
change. I'm really happy that I
did."
Her step against the Falcons
looked a little slower and her
technique wasn't as strong, but
the competitor was still there.
Murphy's only appearance came
in the third and final game. She
had two kills, an ace and two digs.

Murphy is neither a starter or
statistical leaderfo-WMU like she
was for BG. The leftside hitter
said she's not playing again tc tl le
numbers or awards, but simply
for the fun of it.
"My stats aren't really the
focus, Murphy said. "Everyone
loves to do well and put up good
stats, but that's not what I really
think about. When I practice
everyday. I think more about
being a teammate and enjoying
being with the team."
Five years after starting her coliegiate volleyball career, the "MAC
killer" will finally bring a close to
her volleyball career. Along the
way she may have lost her focus
in volleyball, but she feels in the
end she made the best decision.
T decided to come back here to
school for the purpose of school,"
Murphy said. "I'm happy that is
the decision I made."

Cavs lose to Pistons 101-97
USSOCIAIID PRfSS «rR11 ( R

Pistons, who used 18 players, with

14 points,
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. Little known David Vanterpool
had eight points in the final six
minutes as the Detroit Pistons
beat the Cleveland Cavaliers 101
97 Tuesday in the teams' preseason opener.
Vanterpool. a 6-foot-5 guard,
played for the CBA champion
Yakima Sun Kings last season
after spending two years with the
Jilin Tigers of the Chinese league
Jerry Siackhouse led the

Andre Miller had 20 points for
Cleveland, and Lamond Murray
added 14.
Cleveland led 46-41 at the half
behind 12 points from Miller, but
Detroit used 27-20 scoring edge
in the third quarter to take a twopoint lead Jud Buechler capped
the period with a buzzer beating
3 pointer.
Cleveland trailed 85-82 with
five minutes left, but had their

starters on the floor while Detroit
had emptied their bench.
The plan backfired, as the
Pistons expanded their lead to9287 over the next two minutes,
foicing Cleveland coach Sandy
Wittman to give up and go to his
bench as well.
The Cavaliers got within 99-97
in the final seconds, but Johnny
Helmsley was called for a flagrant
foul on Detroit's second-round
pick Brian Cardinal. Cardinal
made both free throws, clinching
the game.

On a Canadian two dollar
bill, the flag Hying over
the Parliament Building is
an American Flag.
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Coach under fire
By Paul Newberry
AP 5P0R1S WRITER

ATLANTA - Georgia Tech
had just finished a routine practice when coach George O'Leary
decided to teach a hard lesson to
a second-string offensive lineman who was struggling to
make his blocks.
O'Leary handed 314-pound
Dustin Vaitekunas a football and
told him to stand alone against
four defensive lineman coming
at full speed. The coach said the
foursome wasn't supposed to hit
Vaitekunas. only give him an
idea of how a quarterback feels
when blockers miss their assignments.
But Vaitekunas was pummeled by at least two of his
teammates.
leaving
him
sprawled on the ground for several minutes, gasping for breath.
Vaitekunas left Georgia Tech
the following day and vows
never to return, arid his mother
is threatening to pursue criminal
charges against O'Leary. The
coach said it was simply a breakdown in communication and he
would never do anything to
harm a student athlete.
"I think the whole thing is get ting blown out of proportion."
O'Leary said Tuesday. "My track
record is pretty good with my
players. I coach hard but I coach
fair"
Still, the case comes after Bob
Knight lost his basketball coaching job at Indiana after striking a
player in the neck and NHL veteran Marty McSorley was convicted of assault for whacking an
opponent with a hockey stick.
"I see this as assault and battery. I want O'Leary arrested,"
Wanda Charpring. the player's
mother, told The Atlanta
Journal-Constitution in a story
published Tuesday. "He tried to
kill my son."
An official at the Georgia Tech
police department, who refused
to give his name, said no charges
had been filed as of late Tuesday
afternoon. Charpring also sent

"I think the whole
thing is getting
blown out of proportion. My track
record is pretty
good with my
players."
GEORGE 01EARY, COUCH
letters to athletic director Dave
Braine and David Thompson,
the Atlantic Coast Conference's
assistant commissioner for
NCAA compliance.
Braine conducted his own
investigation of the Sept. 25
practice and found no reason to
discipline O'Leary. Thompson
did not immediately return a
message left at ACC headquarters in Greensboro, N.C.
"George is not a brutal coach."
said Braine. adding that he
watches at least two practices a
week. "He did not intend for that
kid to get hurt."
At first glance, the incident
seems tame in comparison to
the harsh treatment doled out by
old coaches such as Bear Bryant.
Woody Hayes and Vince
Lombardi. But times have
changed. Coaches are expected
to treat players with a degree of
civility and respect. Blatant
physical punishment is off limits.
"You can't put George O'Leary
in the same league with Bobby
Knight," Braine said. "He's never
had anything like this happen
before. He's never had a complaint. He's trying to do the right
thing."
Vaitekunas said he thought
the drill was an attempt to make
him quit the team because he
wasn't playing up to O'Leary's
expectations.
"You expect to get hit. That's
football," Vaitekunas told the
newspaper. "What (O'Leary) did
was over the line, when you're
just standing there and four guys
are ordered to crush you."

WMU invades BG
WESTERN, FROM PAGE 8
championship going into the
tournament." said coach Mel
Mahler. "The conference is very
open this year so its just a matter
of us learning from our mistakes
and play a very successful 90
minutes against Western."
Western Michigan is coming
off a victory over WisconsinGreen Bay (4-3) and an overtime
loss to Michigan (3-2).
Mahler feels good that the
team he has now has a real
chance of capturing the league
title.
"I feel really good and confident about this team," he said.
"Our record is not real attractive,
but I think we are still improving
as a team who just needs to realize that the level of play in the
MAC must be turned up a

notch."
Falcon freshman goalkeeper
David DeGraff who made six
saves, five in the second half
against Northern Illinois will
have to contend with Rob
Friend (6-2-14) and Scon Duhl
(5-2-10) of the Broncos.
Western Michigan head
coach Chris Karowski will either
use goaltenders Nick Maryliw
(3-4-0,2.49) and Brendan Smith
(1-3-1,1.45).
The Falcons have a 22-3-2 alltime mark against the Broncos.

Charpring and Vaitekunas did
not immediately return a message left by The Associated Press
at her home in Chapin, S.C.
Defensive end Greg Gathers
was one of the players who took
part in the drill. He said O'Leary
yelled at the last second for the
defensive linemen not to hit
Vaitekunas. but only two of them
— Felipe Claybrooks and Nick
Rogers — had time to pull up.
Gathers and Merrix Watson went
through with their hits.
"He just stood there." Gathers
said. "I don't know if he was
fatigued or what. But he didn't
protect himself."
Offensive tackle Chris Brown
said Vaitekunas was simply a disgruntled player who couldn't cut
it with the Yellow Jackets.
"He was a very soft person. He
didn't have a lot of heart." Brown
said "It was nothing excessive.
He hasn't been practicing very
well or playing very well. It was
just a little discipline thing."
Gathers was more sympathetic.
"He's a human being. Some
people are probably going to
look at coach O'Leary and say
he's a sick man." Gathers said.
"But that's not the case. Coach
O'Leary said to pull up, and
some guys pulled up."
O'Leary pointed out ihat
Vaitekunas wasn't the onh offensive lineman who took part in
the drill. Another backup tackle,
Jason Kemble. faced the same
four rushers, but only after they
were told explicitly to avoid any
contact.
The coach said he was
"annoyed" with the players who
stnick Vaitekunas.
"I wanted to show what a
speed rush looks like from the
quarterback's
standpoint,"
O'Leary said. T didn't expect
those guys to tackle him. That
was my mistake. I should have
communicated better. But we
never tackle the quarterback in
practice. I was surprised it happened."

Falcons
face Miami,
look for win
CASSAN0, FROM PAGE 8
dictable? Fear of turning the
ball over by miming a riskier
but potentially more effective
play?
A sudden strict adherence
to Woody Hayes' "three yards
and a cloud of dust" offense?
Regardless, wliat is blatantly
obvious now is that being bla
tantty obvious on fourth-andgoal, down by six late in the
fourth quarter is downright
bound to cost you the game.
thechief87@aol.com

Last season the two teams
played to a

1-1

tie after

Westerns' Jason Hoffmeyer tied
the match with a penalty kick in
the last three seconds of the

Fall Break is on the
way!
Next Monday and
Tuesday

match.

Special Display Personals

/()<
Show your friends, roommates & classmates how special they are.
\y ~Y jWish them Good Luck, Congratulations or surprise someone on their Birthday!
Great job in St. Louis!
Congratulations

STP
leaders-you
make the local
chapter proud!

1x3 = $15.00
2x2 ■ $20.00

with picture
provided by you!
(Actual Size)

Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad!
Or call 372-6977 for more information.
IT'S BURSARABLE!
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00

(Actual Size)
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Great job at
Dance narathon!
Now you can rest!
Love,
the Gang at Apt 2B
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Travel

Personals

• 111 Spnr. Break Specials! Cancun & Jamaica $389! Air. Hotel.
Free Meals, Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel.com
1 800-678-6386

Kappa Delta
Come |om the sisters of Kappa Delta
for open recruitment. Wed. Oct. 11
8-8:45. 9-9:45

GO DIRECT1 Internet-based company ottering WHOLESALE Spring
Break packages' Call 1 -800-3671252 or www springbreakdirect com.
Spring Break reps needed to promote campus trips Earn Stravel tree
No cost. We train you. 1-800-3671252 or www.springbreakdirect.com

•dveniKmcitii are lubieci to edmnf and
approtjl

Services Offered
Campus Events

Will type term papers for money
372-5934

Discover Europe
Summer study in Nantes, France
Inlormalion Meeting
Wednesday. October 11 at 7:30pm
BAA 1001
6 weeks. 6 credits
WANT TO TRAVEL AND GET
BGSU CREDIT?
Attend one ot 165 colleges in the
U.S. tor tall or one year while paying
BGSU tuition1 No oulofstate lees!
Credits transfer1 Make new triends1
Take special classes! Explore!
New York1 California' Hawaii!
THE NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHAN3E INFO SESSION:
Thursday. October 19. at 8pm,
Business Administration Bldg:
Rm 1003 For more details call
the NSE program at 2-2501.

Personals
•KKP • Beta ■ KKI"' Beta'
Congratulations Stephanie Brewer!
You are a beautiful Bela sweetheart!
'KKI ■ Beta ' KKr • Beta•KKI"* KKI" KKI - KKI Congratulations to our sister of the
week Lauren Taylor'
Great job with Homecoming
Weekend!
•KKI" KKI" KKI" KKI •
"KKI" KKI" KKI" KKI"
Congratulations to our sister of the
month Tara Tierney!
Great |ob New Member Educator!
•KKI' KKI" KKI" KKI"
"KKI" KKI" KKI" KKr ~~
The Kappas are looking for a new
house steward! If interested please
contact Devon at 372-5330 ASAP!
'KKr- KKI" KKr- KKP

Travel
(111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
S279! Includes Meals. Parlies! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Build Sell Esteem
Become more assertive
Reduce stress
Join Ihe Women's Wellness Group
Forming Now!
Meeting Thurs. beginning Oct. 12
Call Carrie at the Wellness
Connection, 372-9355.
INTRAMURAL CROSS COUNTRY
DAY CHANGED TO FRIDAY. OCT
20 ENTRY DEADLINE EXTENDED
TO OCT. 11.
INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY OFFICIALS NEEDED MUST BE USA
CERTIFIED. CC MTACT IM OFFICE
AT 2-2464

Wanted

Open Mic Nile
Wednesdays 0 Brewster's
Sign-up start at 8:00, 353-6912
Music, comedy, stupid human tricks
Import SpecialGumess, Sierra Nevada
Pregnant? Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service.
354-4673 BGPC

Wood County' s
only LIVE local
Television news
source

Wellness Connection
Come find out how intoxication
effects your basic functioning
without taking a drink! Try out tho
FATAL VISION GOGGLES on
October 11 and 26. from 2pm to
5pm between the Education and
BA building.
Wellness Connection-170 Health
Center-372-WELL

Downtown BG * 353-1361
v/irvwgreateasien nollywood corr

TITRN
Daily 5:00 Wed 2K» 5:00

S

THE
CREW

Inside help & drivers needed part
time. Flexible hours Hungry Howie's
Pizza in Perrysburg 372-4800.

PHOTOGRAPHER W/TELEPHOTO
NEEDED-THIS SUNDAY; 3530561.
Roommate wanted ASAP. Femalerent is $260/mo. All utilities included
except gas. Call Wendy 8 3548004, email wshortSSbgnel
Subleaser(s) Needed
2 BR apt.
353-1589
Tutor needed lor CONS 406 class
Contact Disabilities Services
For Students © 372-8495

Help Wanted

Wellness Connection
Did you know thai most companies
and "'ganizations test for drugs and
mar. also test lor alcohol as part of
the interview process''
Wellness Connection-170 Health
Center-372-WELL

CALL CENTER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVFS
SEASONAL $7.5; '
Hickory Farms is now hiring lull and
part-time seasonal Service Representatives to input orders into our
seasonal processing system and respond to customer inquires regarding the status of their order Positions are also open (or clericals and
mail order processors. $.50 per hour
increase after customer service
training Positions are open now
through February on day and evening shifts, during the week and on
weekends Must have computer and
typing skills. We offer attendance incentives, 40% employee discount,
flexible scheduling, and professional
supervision Apply in person Mon Fri.. 9am-7pm. & Sat. 10am-2pm,
Hickory Farms Corporate Office.
1505 Holland Rd . Maumee, OH,
EOE.

Wellness Connection
Order a pizza Irom Domino's or
Pisanello's and gel some exciting
siatistics. information, and
GREAT pizza!!
Wellness Connection-170 Health
Center-372-WELL

1 of 2 subleasers needed tor University Village Apis Spacious & ciose
to campus. S265/mo. plus utilities.
Please call 352-6106.

pisnNcuos

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses

Open Weekdays at 4p.m.; Open al Lunch Fri., Sat. S Sun

203 N. Main

352-5166

Weekday Special

V Top wages
V Paid Vacations
V Health/Dental
Insurance
' Employee Stock
Option Plan

ANY 1 ITEM PIZZA
Fajito Chicken = 2 items ► Additional items extra

Sm. $4.50
Med. s5.50

are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!

Mon. - Fri. 2-4

IMOT IU iw

...<Ope.n 4pm

>/ Flexible Hours

Apply in person

Nightly
7:00 9 J

Babysitter needed for 3 mo. old girl
9am-noon. Tues & Thurs every other week. Call Ruthann Parker at
352-6024.

Wellness Connection
Did you know that alcohol violations
can affect or prevent career in more
fields than you think??? Banking,
education, marketing, sales and
social work are just a few!!! Think
before you drink!
Wellness Connection-170 Health
Center-372-WELL

STE AKHOUSE®

Cla-Zcl Theatre

1 roommate, male or female, own
room, 2 bedroom house, near
Franklin Park Mall in Toledo, Call
Kevin (419) 475-9303

Needed: 1 female subleaser ASAP
until May 17. Own room, spacious.
For information please call 3534179. ask lor Allison.

Wellness Connection
Come to the Wellness Connection
and get some important information
on how lo keep your life on Ihe right
career track!!!
Wellness Connection-170 Health
Center-372-WELL

OUTBACK
J

Dancers-No experience necessary,
earn BIG MONEYSSS! Apply in person al: Oe|a Vu, 135 S Bryne, 5310329

Fern, sublease! needed ASAP.
$201.66/mo. . Util A/C, cable,
washer/dryer. Call Kate ® 3525893.

Wanted

WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

Babysitter needed tor 3 children after school until 6:30pm. Transp.
needed from school to home. Call
Jennifer at 666-0040.
,

Are you good with children? Do you
like to dress up and pretend? We
need a person with these qualities to
be our Woodland Malt mascot,
"Woody" bear. Must be dependable
Apply al Woodland Mall main office,
1234 N Main, BG.

Turning Points
An informal discussion group about
eating disorders, weight issues &
normal eating. Beginning Tuesday.
October 24 (runs 8 weeks).
10:30am- 12:00pm
To register call 372-2081
Co-sponsored by the Counseling
Center and the
Student Health Center.

Lg.
XLg.

s

6.75
8.50

No
Coupon
Just
Ask!

Add 8readsti<ks! Only S2.25

Ends
11-1600

pftry**

Aerobic:, Instructors
The St James Cli'b and Aquarius
Athletic Club has openings for
experienced Aerobic Instructors
Great benefits and pay. Call
1-419-841-5597 (Rick).
CHILD CARE ADMINISTRATOR
and TEACHERS
Responsible for the supervision and
management of a before and/or after school program (or school-age
children. Must have education or
training in child development/early
childhood education. Experience in
supervising school-age children preferred. Need valid driver's license
and reliable transportation Part-time
position with competitive wages.
Come to the East Toledo Family
Center, 1020 Variand Ave. to fill out
an application or call Scott Michaelis
at 419-691-1429 extension 149 or
Lisa Black, extension 152
Childcare needed for after school
3:15 - 5:15, 5 days/week. Transportation needed. 352-6127.
Clerical Assistant needed for
Continuing Education to assisl with
filling systems, record keeping, report generation, word processing,
photocopying, other duties as assigned. This student position requires a high degree of accuracy
and strong organizational skills Prior office expenonce required 12-15
hours weekly, S5.90/hr. Application
deadline October 12, 2000. Call Anita Knauss, Continuing Education.
372-8181.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
over-time hours, around your college and personal schedule Work a
minimum ot 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus ever-time. Many college
students work here. Starting pay is
55.30 per hour with an automatic
$.25 per hour increase to $5 55 after
100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small parts. Apply in person between the hours of 9:00am and
5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC.. 428 Clough Street.
Bowling Green. Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks.
If you have advanced writing skills
and are interested in a fun and creative job developing promotional materials, then this student position in
Continuing Education is for you
We're looking for a motivated and
detail-oriented person lo work in a
team environment. You will assist
with proiect conceptualization, research, writing, editing and
proofreading copy for press releases, paid ads, catalogs, and web pages. Here is an excellent opportunity
to develop your professional portfolio. Relevant work experience preferred. Preference given to individuals desiring employment longer than
2 semesters. S5 90/hour, 15-20
hours/week Resume and portfolio
required for interview Call Anita
Knauss. 372-8181 for appointment
Application deadline October 12,
2000.

(Just a tew minutes from BG!
Take 1-47SW lo Dussel-lurn right)

Lawn maintenance positions avail
Pan & Full-Time
Call Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822
Raise $16O0-S7000 ♦ Get FREE
Caps T-shirts & Phone Cards! This
one week fundraiser requires no investment and a small amt ol time
from you or your club. Oualified callers receive a free gift jusl for calling
Call today-1-800-808-7442 x 80
Seeking conscientious, detail oriented part-time help for marketing initiatives & customer database upgrades i maintenance. Can start
immediately. Conlacl Lea Harper @
CBA, Inc. 1 -800-874-8080.
Telemarketing, now hiring, full/partlime, guaranteed hourty rale, average earnings $6 an hour, 2 blocks
Irom campus, ca" Chnstie at 3538705

For Sale
1982 Mobile home Fairmont. 2
bdrm. $8000 obo 352-5201.
1989 Toyota Corolla, blue,
cond, $1500 353-8261.
98 Saturn SL2. 4dr, power
windows A cruise, leather,
condilion $12.5007or best
2083

good
locks.
excellent
Call 354-

HONDAS FROM $29/mo Police impounds! 0 down, 24 mo at 199%
Fo: listings 1-800-319-3323 ext4558

For Rent
•" 20< 2002 listings available "
Will mail or pick-up at office 316 E
Merry «3 or call 353-0325.
1 female subleaser needed. 2 bedroom apartment at University
Courts Own spacious bedroom, all
utilities included, except electne.
Please ca I 353-0183. ask for Lee.
1 or 2 roommates needed, house,
garage, own bedrnom. S216/month
plus deposit. 352-4818.
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
Palio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
313 N Mam St Apt m-unlurn efficiency, all utilities furnished (except
phone or cable)
Rent "310 00
month
505 Clough St Apt B 22-2 BR untum apt $540 00/mo Tenants pay
gas and electric
J49 Napoleon Pd Apt »28-unlurn
2 BR apt $425 00/mo Tenants pay
gas and electric.
NO PETS! DEPOSITS EQUAL TO
ONE MONTHS RENT
Call John Newlove Real Estate 3542260

Subleaser needed. $250'mo. Pay
only electne ($10-$15/mo.) 7th St
'•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•a 354-3171
WANTED ASAP 1 subleaser tor
apartment in Hillsdale Own spacious room!! Jusl $190 a month, utilities exlra Lease through Aug.
2001 Please call 352-6142, ask lor
Brandi

FREE DELIVERY • 352-5166
Not Volid WilK Any »her Offer

HAppYWpON($rJay._HdFr-

VOTED BEST PIZZA 8 STRAIGHT YEARS

401 W. Dussel Road
Maumee, OH 43537

Help Wanted

1 rmte wanted in 2 bdrm apt. Own
room, new carpet, close lo campus
Call lor more info, 354-4372. Jessica.

4 subleasers needed
Spring semester
Hillsdale Apts.
Call 353-9440

Cable Channel 6

5:30-Live
Re-broadcast at
10 pm & 7:30am
Now on Fridays!

Help Wanted

y(rjnesO*».-H<jppY

[www.bgsu.edu/recsports

WednEsdAy...

INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES I I FACULTY/STAFF FITNESS

Jay Smith M.D.
Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

354-6166

Flexibility A Stretching

ADUNE EXTENDEDII
I'S end Women's Cross
Country Meet entries
•4,^^
dutOct.11-

Tucsdays from November 7-November 28
Noon-1:00pm Ofl 5.30-6:30pm

K

i) changed to October 20
if riand-deii.eiinQ. duo by 3 00pm to 130 Periy Field
Hotise. II seiding electronicsllv. entries are due by noon

SPORT CLUBS

Cost: Members. $10; Non-members: $20

Man's Rugby versus Marquette
Saturday. October 14 at 1:00pm
College Park Rugby Field

Participant Limit: 15

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS

Man's Rugby versus Kenyon College
Saturday, October 14 at 3:00pm
College Park Rugby Field

Whitewater Rafting Trip
Datu: Sunday, Oct. 15
Cost: $135 (students/
members); $150
(non-members) S

flUUAVS lOOKINO FOB NCUJ TBUMTI

; $5.00 OFF ;
ADMISSION
' WITH COUPON '
_orj». 10/31/00 M _
* CO'MING IN'NOV.7.J

RON
J€R€MV

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Rec Sports Ski Trip
January 3-9, 2001
Trip Includes:
6 nighti lodoing

MON- $10 DANC6S
TUC- t-4-1 DMNCiS
tflCD-AMATCIM MIGHT

HAUOWCCN
BASH!!
OCT. 31ST
ISS S. STMIf AD. TOUDO 511 0079

IION'I MISS YOUR CHANCE TO SIGN UP!

Mountain Bike Trip
:
;
I
I
I

4 ou' ot 5 d«v» lift BOMS)
airfare from Detroit
iraniportatlon to ski
retort
end much more...
■purchase (his Kip and .
receive a half-day
skiing free

Steamboat Ski Area, CO

US GUCST MC

ITS THC KINKICST
SHOW AAOUNDI

For more info
about any of these
programs, please
call
372 2711.

Learn the benefits of
flexibility as well as
stretching
techniques to enhance
rang* of motion
ing a resist-a-ball.

Data: Sunday, October 29
Time: 9:00am-S:00pm
Cost: $10/515
Registration Deadline:
Wed., Oct. 25 in
the SRC Main Office

tWBGQ!£

Call 2-2790 or email bcavins@bgnet
for more information.

^ '
•

DZteCfTJ©L53C?
DOQJEGQ

[And you will loo,
with NTN I ntertxtive Sports
& trivia Gomes.]

Now Playing

C=3m@CD
October 31, 2000
itudent Rec centei
S:OOpm-ll:OOpm

Same great place.

